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Fellowes Brands expands storage

portfolio

Office products vendor Fellowes Brands has acquired Netherlands-based company Loeff’s, expanding its

archival and storage offering.
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Office products vendor Fellowes Brands has acquired Netherlands-based company Loeff’s, expanding
its archival and storage offering.

100-year-old Loeff’s is a manufacturer of workplace storage solutions and will join the Fellowes Europe
Bankers Box category. 

Fellowes Director for DACH, Benelux and Scandinavia, and General Manager of Germany Hajo
Hoekstra said: “The acquisition of Loeff’s demonstrates our ongoing commitment to the overall
category while giving us and our customers access to Loeff’s unique product assortment. This
acquisition also provides our customers with the opportunity to bring additional products to market,
providing further growth prospects.”

Doncaster, UK

Related articles

Steelcase expands education portfolio

Office furniture manufacturer Steelcase has
acquired Smith System Manufacturing Company.

Plantronics expands portfolio

US-based audio technology group Plantronics
has agreed to acquire video conferencing firm
Polycom for $2 billion.

Latest news

Askul creates new retail delivery model

Japanese business supplies reseller Askul has set
up a new model in an effort to improve efficiency
for last-mile deliveries.

Buyer confirmed for Winc New Zealand

The protracted episode involving Platinum Equity,
OfficeMax and Winc in Australia and New
Zealand has now come to an end after
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Herman Miller expands well-being portfolio

Office furniture manufacturer Herman Miller is
leading a group of investors to acquire Maars
Living Walls.

President of Fellowes Canada to retire

Fellowes has announced that Jim Edmonds will
be retiring as President of Fellowes Canada.

Beth Wright to join Fellowes

Beth Wright is leaving viscom vendor Bi-silque
after more than a decade with the company.

Commerce Commission (ComCom) approval of a
buyer for Winc NZ.

Fellowes Brands expands storage portfolio

Office products vendor Fellowes Brands has
acquired Netherlands-based company Loeff’s,
expanding its archival and storage offering.

Commercial launches new sustainable
office initiative

UK-based business services specialist
Commercial Group has launched a new initiative
focused on reducing plastic in the workplace.

New products boost Herman Miller sales

US office furniture manufacturer Herman Miller
has reported record Q4 2018 sales, helped in part
by an active year for product launches.


